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Abstract. Data.geohive.ie aims to provide an authoritative service for serving
Ireland’s national geospatial data as Linked Data. The service currently provides
information on Irish administrative boundaries and the boundaries used for the
Irish 2011 census. The service is designed to support two use cases: serving
boundary data of geographic features at various level of detail and capturing the
evolution of administrative boundaries. In this paper, we report on the devel-
opment of the service and elaborate on some of the informed decisions con-
cerned with the URI strategy and use of named graphs for the support of
aforementioned use cases – relating those with similar initiatives. While clear
insights on how the data is being used are still being gathered, we provide
examples of how and where this geospatial Linked Data dataset is used.
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1 Introduction

The Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi), Ireland’s national mapping agency, aims to adopt
Linked Data to enable third parties to explore and consume some of OSi’s authoritative
datasets. In [5], we reported on how the OSi’s object-centric relational database, called
Prime2 [1], was used to publish administrative boundary datasets according to best
practices and guidelines for geospatial Linked Data. The service was developed to
support two use cases: (i) providing the boundary detail in varying levels of detail and
(ii) capturing the evolution of boundaries. In this paper, we provide more details on the
dataset [4], and its value and potential impact in the context of Ireland.
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2 Related Work

Shadbolt et al. highlighted the importance of location in data and its role in interlinking
and aligning datasets [18]. This is certainly the case for government data, which often
reports numbers that are related to certain territories (administrative units, jurisdictions,
etc.). The Linked Data Web has numerous geographic datasets; GeoNames and
LinkedGeoData1 (which cover a vast part of the world) and Ordnance Survey Linked
Data2 (for the UK), just to name a few. Except for the latter, many of these geographic
datasets are not authoritative in nature, nor are they necessarily accurate. LinkedGe-
oData, for example, uses the information collected by the OpenStreetMap3 project,
which itself is an open environment in which volunteers collaboratively create a
geospatial knowledge base. Though OpenStreetMap is quite accurate compared to
official sources [9], its coverage has been shown to be incomplete [14]. Though the data
provided by LinkedGeoData might be good for a lot of applications; one may wish or
need to avail of authoritative datasets with legal weight. One can thus see the potential
and added value of publishing and linking with authoritative geospatial data.

The Ordnance Survey of Great Britain was one of the first to publish some of their
geospatial data on the Web [8]. While this is a great example of publishing authori-
tative geospatial Linked Data, in our opinion, it is unfortunate that they have not
adopted a standard for representing features, spatial relations, and representation of
geometries. Instead, they rely on a bespoke ontology. Reasoning over their geospatial
data either requires relying on rules for that bespoke schema, or mapping the data onto
standardized vocabularies such as OGC GeoSPARQL [17], for which implementations
exists.

Other countries are looking at publishing their authoritative geospatial information
on the Web as well. One such example is the Cadaster4 in The Netherlands, which is
driven by the public administration. [2] proposed vocabularies and an approach for
serving geographic reference data for the French national mapping agency. In the EU,
the INSPIRE directive (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe) aims to
standardize Spatial Data Infrastructures across Europe. In order for one to discover,
access and visualize geospatial information in a homogenous manner across Europe,
the directive prescribes metadata formats, services, etc. that each member state has to
comply with. [16] proposed to map INSPIRE onto GeoSPARQL to provide an RDF
perspective on such data and applied their method in the context of Greece.

3 Approach

In this section we elaborate on how the OSi’s geospatial information has been orga-
nized and how this has been delivered to agents.

1 http://www.geonames.org/ and http://linkedgeodata.org/
2 http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/
3 https://www.openstreetmap.org/
4 http://www.pilod.nl/, and http://almere.pilod.nl/sparql
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3.1 URI Strategy

Coming up with adequate URI strategies for publishing 5-star Linked Open Govern-
ment Data on the Web is challenging, especially when one has to take into account the
difference in governance practices, heterogeneity, etc. across different government
bodies. A URI strategy for geospatial data has been proposed in [19], which was based
on a more generic URI strategy for The Netherlands [15].

In the case of the OSi, the term “dataset” in “boundaries dataset” is actually a
misnomer when referring to administrative boundaries in Ireland. This particular
dataset is a dynamic dataset that evolves over time, unlike datasets that are created at a
particular point in time such as census data. While progress has been made since the
start of this project on drafting a URI strategy for the Irish Government’s open data
initiative [11, 12], early discussions encouraged the inclusion of attributes such as
creation date in the HTTP URIs. This approach would not have suited the OSi as this
necessitated the creation of datasets for each change. This in turn would have com-
plicated the governance of links between these datasets, and also the governance of
links to the OSi datasets by 3rd parties. In conjunction with the Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform (DPER) and the Central Statistics Office (CSO), we have
decided to use a subset of the recommended attributes, allowing us to still be in line
with most of the recommendations that were then put forward.

Currently, URIs, for the resources that the OSi are the custodians of, follow the
following pattern: http://data.geohive.ie/{type}/{concept}/{GUID}, where:

• The domain follows the two recommendations formulated by [15]: solely be used
for the publication of OSi’s geospatial information and not include the name of any
organization, as they may evolve over time.5

• Type can take any of the following values: “resource” for the HTTP URI of a
resource, and “page” and “data” for that resource’s HTML and RDF documents
respectively.

• Concept and GUID: with Prime2, all features are assigned a GUID. Therefore,
although we would have been able to create fully opaque URIs by only providing
the GUID, we have chosen to provide a hint of what this resource is about by
providing a label referring to that resource’s class in concept.

Concerning the GUIDs, we note that Prime2 provides governance rules that pre-
scribe how features may evolve over time. One of these rules prescribes that features do
not change in nature. When a hospital is transformed into an apartment building, for
example, it is considered a new feature (and therefore has a different GUID) that
happens to have the same geometric representation.

Finally, one important decision that we have made concerning our URI strategy
was not to provide URIs for the geometries. A clear distinction is made between a
geographical feature (such as a county), and its geometry (such as its boundary

5 GeoHive is an initiative by OSi to provide easy access to publicly available authoritative spatial data.
The same top-level domain was used for the publication of their Linked Data. We have not chosen to
adopt a sub-domain under osi.ie as by 2017, several government bodies including the OSi will be
merged and change (domain) names. GeoHive will remain.
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represented by a polygon). When adopting ontologies such as GeoSPARQL (see the
next section), two distinct classes reflect this distinction. This means that instances of
these classes can be identified with a URI. In practice, we notice that users abuse the
boundaries and use them as the identifier of the feature. In other words, they would
refer to the county’s boundary as the county, rather than referring to the resource
representing the county. To avoid this problem for OSi’s Linked Data, we have decided
not to provide URIs to geometries and publish them as blank nodes.

3.2 Knowledge Organization: Different Representations

The distinction between a geographic feature and its geometry (or even geometries) is
argued to be important [3]. The geometry of a feature can evolve over time – e.g., due
to coastal erosion, and these changes do not have an impact on the feature. In other
words, the geometry of a feature is “merely” an attribute.

Since we have not found suitable ontologies for appropriately annotating the dif-
ferent administrative boundaries (e.g., Counties and Electoral Divisions) in an Irish
context, we decided to create a new ontology6 that extends GeoSPARQL.7 GeoS-
PARQL is an ontology for describing geographical features and their geometries. It
also defines predicates for spatial queries in SPARQL, making it a suitable candidate
for our service. Subclasses of the concept geo:Feature were introduced for each
type of administrative boundary we serve.

Finally, OSi’s bespoke information system captures the geometries using the Irish
Transverse Mercator (ITM) coordinate system. At an international level, however,
World Geodetic System 84 (or WGS 84) is the standard used in cartography and
navigation. As OSi also wishes to encourage the uptake of WGS 84 within Ireland, a
decision was made to serve the geometries in WGS 84 only; third parties can them-
selves rely on services to transform the data between coordinate systems. We use the
Well-known Text (WKT) markup language for representing the geometries.

Our first use case was to provide boundary data with different levels of detail (or
“resolutions”). The polygons are generalized up to 20, 50 and 100 m. Higher resolu-
tions provide more detail but require more data transfer. Different resolutions are used
for different purposes; the Irish census uses 20 m resolutions and 100 m resolutions for
information exchange at a European level, for instance

We generate instances of geo:Geometry for each resolution and store them in
dedicated graphs (one for each resolution). The feature and its resolutions are related
with geo:hasGeometry. A geo:defaultGeometry predicate is also declared
between the feature and its 20 m boundary data, as per best practice. Moreover, if two
features happen to have geometries which are identical polygons, we do not reuse that
geometry. Instead, we create two geometries that happen to have the same polygon
(WKT literal). We then attach provenance information to each of these geometries.
This is necessary as each feature (and its geometry) may have a different change history

6 http://ontologies.geohive.ie/osi.
7 We note that we did not consider reusing vocabularies that were not built on standards (e.g., [8]) or
that were developed for another context (e.g., see [2] for France).
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(see Sect. 3.3). Finally, links from features to resources in external Linked Data
datasets are stored in a separate named graph.

3.3 Knowledge Organization: Evolution of Geometries

Our second use case was to support capturing the evolution of boundaries. Though they
are rare for administrative boundaries, they are ordered by so called Statutory Instru-
ments. Statutory Instruments are available on the Web and are accessible via a URI,
making it possible to relate the evolution of boundaries with these instruments. To
capture the evolution of boundaries, we have chosen to extend PROV-O [13] with a
new prov:Activity called “Boundary Change”, which is informed by a new
prov:Entity called “Statutory Instrument”.8 Prior versions of features and their
geometries are captured in separate graphs.

At the present time, OSi’s database only contains current versions of administrative
boundary data and does not contain any historical record of versions that may have
existed in the past (i.e., prior to the release of Prime2 in 2014). OSi’s database has not
yet started ingesting prior (versions of) administrative boundary data before its release
in 2014. We therefore have to rely on simulations, using geometries related to build-
ings, to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach. Geometries that are related to
buildings have a much higher churn, but are not part of OSi’s open data.

One can argue that capturing all provenance information related to boundary
changes into one graph (per resolution) results in – over time – very large graphs.
Indeed, another approach would have been to capture each change in dedicated graphs,
which is the approach adopted by the Dutch public administration (see Sect. 4). The
latter, however, would require the formulation of queries over different named graphs.
Our approach was informed by the fact that use cases for retrieving the history of
geometries are specific (e.g., of interest to building planners), which makes us believe
that simpler queries will be favored at the expense of query execution time.

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the evaluation criteria as outlined by the ISWC 2017 call for
resources track papers [10].

On Potential Impact. The resource is sufficiently general to be applied in many
domains and scenarios, and this supports the arguments which will be made about its
reusability (see “On Reusability”). The resource provides an authoritative source for
use when adding a geospatial dimension to other datasets. The resource can be used by,
inter alia, other Linked Data initiatives that are ongoing or emerging in government
entities across Ireland. Therefore, its impact is more societal in nature.

The design and approach used in developing the resource has been compared to the
state of the art. It has also been presented (at a seminar,) to representatives of other
public administrations who have started similar initiatives (e.g. The Netherlands and

8 http://ontologies.geohive.ie/osiprov.
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Flanders, Belgium).9 Ireland and The Netherlands have adopted different approaches to
organizing the history of features and geometries using PROV-O, and we hope, over
time, to inform each other of insights gained.

On Reusability. Shadbolt et al. [18] have already provided the motivation for, and
established the usefulness of geospatial data for aligning, exploring and analyzing data
in many domains and scenarios. Furthermore, Ireland’s Department of Public Expen-
diture and Reform has funded two projects via their Open Data Engagement Fund. The
first project was to inform the public on how to add an authoritative geospatial
dimension to CSV files on their open data portal [7]. The second project organized
seminars on publishing and interlinking Linked Data with the resource. Data.cso.ie – an
initiative between the CSO and the Insight Centre for Data Analytics – is a Linked Data
Service for the census 2011 (and soon 2016) results. We have sent to data.cso.ie a set of
links between their boundary identifiers and our administrative units. It is hoped they
will deploy those links at the same time as they publish the 2016 results. With regard to
the 2016 census boundaries; the ontology is straightforward to extend and we will
adopt a similar approach for generating Linked Data for those boundaries as soon as the
census 2016 polygons have been approved for publication. We have anecdotal evi-
dence that various groups are using the resource. As an example, the Chronic Disease
Informatics Group (CDIG) in Trinity College Dublin is using the datasets to relate
observations (weather, pollution, etc.) to particular administrative boundaries in an
effort to identify triggers for particular diseases.

On Design and Technical Quality. In the previous section, we provided details on
our URI strategy, adoptions and extensions of standardized vocabularies, as well as
informed decisions on knowledge organization. All of these are informed by best
practices in other public administrations and provide for both the evolution of
geometries as well as multiple representations thereof. The reuse of those standardized
vocabularies allow agents, both human and computer-based, to avail of those predicates
with existing tools; especially using the spatial predicate provided by GeoSPARQL.
We furthermore like to stress our informed decision not to provide HTTP URIs to the
geometries, as they are “merely” attributes of a feature that can evolve over time and to
encourage users to link to entities rather than their “shapes”.

Metadata in VoID about the boundaries dataset has been generated for the whole
dataset, but also for specific subsets (e.g., County Councils of Ireland) that can be
found on the resource’s website. The whole dataset and its VoID dataset description
have been made available on DataHub.

Both the URIs of resources and our ontologies resolve to human and
machine-readable representations via content negotiation. In addition, the HTML pages
of the resources even plot the geometries on OSi’s basemaps.

On Availability. The dataset is available on http://data.geohive.ie/, on DataHub.io,
and on figshare [21], all of which provide links to dumps. Data is provided under a
Create Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0) which is docu-
mented in both the HTML and in the dataset description using VoID. URIs resolve to

9 http://www.pilod.nl/wiki/Linked_Data_Seminar_-_December_2,_2016.
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either HTML pages or RDF serialization by means of content negotiation. The OSi has
decided not to provide access to a GeoSPARQL endpoint, but instead refers to a Triple
Pattern Fragments (TPF) [20] Server and Client are provided. We also provide a TPF
client that has been extended with GeoSPARQL functions to allow users to query over
the geometries [6]. The resource has furthermore been published on DataHub (with
appropriate license information) and uses and extends standardized vocabularies such
as GeoSPARQL and PROV-O. This enhances its reusability in other contexts.

Organizations are subject to changes and this impacts on web domain names used;
OSi is no exception. At the end of 2017, OSi will merge with the Property Registration
Authority of Ireland (PRA) and the Valuation Office (VO) to create Tailte Éireann, a
new government body. Following this, mapping services, Prime2 and GeoHive will be
under the remit of Tailte Éireann. Such a merging of bodies validates the decision to
dedicate the domain name data.geohive.ie to the resource, a name not tied to
any of those bodies, facilitating the sustainability of the resource.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the authoritative boundaries dataset that has been made
available as Linked Open Data with a CC BY 4.0 license. The data and ontologies
developed for this dataset extend standardized vocabularies such a PROV-O and
GeoSPARQL, facilitating its interoperability. Future work consists of extending the
dataset with the boundaries used for the 2016 census and other (administrative)
boundaries not yet included in this dataset. We aim to gather further insights into our
approach for capturing the evolution of boundaries in a provenance graph and compare
those with similar initiatives elsewhere (e.g., in The Netherlands).
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